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An ET bull originating from embryos we purchased from Silvertowne Farms in Indiana. He has great structurte with a fluid stride, level topped with a square hip with a large REA and deep flanked. One of the
higher marbling bulls. Solid bull all the way around that should have plenty of longevity while siring thick, deep bodied calves. Homozygous black.
An ET bull from our donor cow which originated from Hofmann Simmental Farms in Kansas. He is very sound with smooth shoulders while at the same time being extra heavy muscled. He scanned a
16.73"REA. Everyone loves the white face calves. Whether you breed this bull to Red Angus or Black Angus cows, the resulting calves will definitely be value added when they hit the ground. The
advantages increase if you retain ownership as his terminal index is in the top 4% of the breed because of his growth and high marbling and REA EPDs. But he's an all purpose bull too. His API is in the top
10% of the breed. Exceptional bull here.
Full sib to G18 and very similar too, but with a tad more frame. Homozygous black and easy fleshing. Dam was popular donor cow at Silvertowne Farms
He has that look. Just a beautiful bull that is thick, deep sided, smooth structured, and wide topped. He is from the same donor dam as G18 and G24, but is sired by GW Premium Beef who was a very
popular SimAngus bull. The mating produced this 3/4 Simmental bull. Hayden had a full sib heifer that did well at several shows last year. Scanned a 14" REA.
This is a high growth bull that ranks in the top 30% for WW and YW. Good carcass values with a large REA and ratio of 106 on marbling.
This bull was one that always stood out even as a calf due to his length of body and growthy appearance. He is still extra long and gained well, ratioed 108 for weaning weight and 105 for yearling. Another
attribute of this bull is he is a heifer bull. Not only is he calving ease, he ranks in the top 15% for CE and BW and has a -2.2 for BW EPD. G39 is a definitley a spread bull that offers exceptional calving ease all
while offering plenty of growth. This homozygous black bull is an all purpose bull with an API in the top 25%. Plan on him producing small calves at birth that grow and grade, and heifers that you will want to
keep as replacements.
He is a calving ease purebred Simmental ranked in the top 15% for CE and low birth weight with BW EPD ranked as 30%. He posseses plenty of natural thickness, and has above average growth EPDs.
Balanced bull that can be used in many breeding systems.
I know he carries a higher than desired BW EPD, but wow does he have the growth. He ranks in the top 10% for weaning and yearling, and top 5% for REA. This bull would work for the cattleman that plans
to breed mature Angus cows to gain the most heterosis and growth to assure that calves grade M or L.
Phenomenal growth in this bull all while mainting a breed average calving ease EPD. An amazing top 1% for WW and top 2% for YW. REA of 15.17". Homozygous black. Rest assured your calves from this
bull will grade well.
He has that stylish club calf look. He traces to the STF Onyx cow on both sides of his pedigree. High ranking calving ease and maternal calving ease. Homozygous black.
HB2 is a red white faced bull sired by the deceased bull Red Answer. Red Answer semen now sells for $270/straw. He is a stout made bull that is thick made. Above average calving ease with above average
growth and milk make this bull a good candidate for anyone wanting to add growth and muscle to their calves.
This deep bodied and soggy bull is sired by one of the hottest bulls right now, W/C Relentless; and his donor dam is a daughter of the great STF Onyx cow. This calving ease bull is sure to sire easy born calves
that are thick and deep bodied. Excellent genetics with the phenotype to go with it, and homozygous black.
Definite heifer bull. An astounding -4.5 BW EPD that is top 2% and CE at top 4%. Good maternal bull that you will want to keep replacement heifers from. All Purpose Index in top 30%. Second generation
SimAngus genetics and homozygous black.
Multiple generations of A.I. breeding in this heifer is an inidcation of high fertility. She ranks high in most all EPDs across the board. She combines growth, calving ease, and milk; and ranks in the top 15% for
All Purpose Index (API).
G36 is a smaller made heifer, but comes from a really nice red cow with a near perfect udder. API top 20%.
This heifer is going to make a great cow. She is a long, easy keeping female. Our cow herd revolves around managed grazing and we don't feed corn silage or grain to the cow herd. We are forage based and
you can be sure this cow will thrive on grass and stay in the herd a long time.

